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finials, sockets, switches and other helpful replacement parts to keep your favorite lights on.
Add a new lamp base socket and cover if yours is cracked or if you want to use a different bulb
type. We have also sorts of lamp switches, including flip switches, pull chains and touch
switches. Want to link your lamp to a computer or smart TV? Just get a video connector or
HDMI coupler - when you turn your device on, the light will come on, too! We stock also sorts of
gorgeous finials to put a gorgeous finishing touch on the top of your lamp. If the light can't
accept a finial, add a heavy-duty bronze lamp harp. Since , we have been America's destination
for high-quality lamps and the supplies you need for them. We have free shipping on qualifying
orders of our parts for lamps with most orders going out within one business day. Call, email or
use our live support to talk with an ALA-certified specialist about your needs. Toggle navigation
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tapered legs crafted from durable wood make a sturdy tripod base for this floor lamp. A circular,
beige shade complements Add a touch of retro style to any room with the Adesso Hudson Floor
Lamp. This fun lamp features an elliptical wooden pole with a rich walnut finish; the satin steel
finish of the base and accents create Its white fabric shade and choice of finish ensure this floor
lamp will work with any decor. It requires one watt A rustic beige linen barrel shade, metal finial,
and leaf-shaped pull switch complete the look of this lodge style floor lamp Crafted from This
mid-century-inspired floor lamp features an arched steel base and bentwood accent. The black
linen shade adds contrast and the Sleek and sophisticated, the Oriental Furniture Mosko Floor
Lamp - Walnut is the perfect choice for contemporary interiors. Inspired by classic Asian
designs, this elegant tiered piece stands 62 inches tall. Crafted from solid wood, the distinctive
square base features An adjustable polished aluminum spotlight and black wooden tripod base
combine to make this DecMode Floor Lamp the star of your living room. This dramatic floor
lamp requires one watt bulb not included. Charmingly simple and contemporary lines are what
make the Adesso Titan Tall Shelf Floor Lamp - Black an easy addition to any space. Crafted
from veneered MDF with an open, inch frame, this simple floor lamp looks great on Spruce up
your industrial style with the bright gold finish on the 3R Studios 59 in. This floor lamp has a
metal and wood base with a gold finish. The iridescent The 3R Studios Mariner Wood Tripod
Floor Lamp is a versatile statement piece for your home. This unique floor lamp has tripod legs
constructed of durable mariner wood. The tan jute shade provides a neutral finishing touch.
This floor lamp requires one watt bulb, not included. The vintage, caged spotlight design of this
DecMode Floor Lamp boasts a brass finish and stands on an adjustable wooden tripod base.
This dramatic floor lamp requires one three-way watt bulb not included. This floor lamp features
a round base and curved wooden arm supporting its design. Rich, dark walnut brown tops the
The LumiSource Ahoy Floor Lamp features an oversized, chromed can lamp on an architectural
tripod base in your choice of available finish. This unique lamp provides an industrial-styled
light to your living space. It requires one watt bulb, which is The contemporary wood lamp
provides bright illumination while using less energy than Inspired by classic Asian designs, the
sleek and sophisticated Oriental Furniture Mosko Floor Lamp - Black is the perfect choice for
contemporary interiors. This elegant tiered piece stands 62 inches tall. The distinct tripod
design gives the lamp a modern look. The three legs are crafted with wood and finished with a
natural look. A metal shelf offers the One of our largest lamps, it forms the focal point of any
room. This distinctive Asian-style lamp will A distinct tripod design adjusts so you can find the

ideal height and width. The wood base is finished in a neutral gray color. A black, The table
features mission style slat sides and is crafted of solid hardwoods and veneers in a medium oak
finish. One of our largest lamps, it is inspired by the elegant simplicity of Japanese Shoji
screens. It has been handcrafted The rustic floor lamp is topped off with a white fabric drum
shade that The contemporary look of the LumiSource Wishbone Floor Lamp will bring a distinct
look to your home or office. This lamp features a tripod shaped base crafted from wood. The
neutral finish showcases the natural wood grain. A light gray The lamp consists of a solid pine
wood neck mounted The Adesso Stix Floor Lamp is an arresting display of visual contrast, both
within the frame and beneath it. The dramatic effect of the twisted black metal tower of the
frame is heightened by the black stick body. The post of this floor lamp resembles a rustic wood
pole. The flared glass bowl shade with speckled detailing adds elegance. This torchiere The
domed metal shade is mounted on a jointed wood arm, giving you the freedom to adjust A
burlap hardback shade and wood neck give the lamp a rugged look. You can adjust the position
of the light to suit your exact Inspired by classic Asian designs, this sleek and sophisticated
piece stands 62 inches tall. Crafted from solid wood, the distinctive square base The rustic
image is formed with a collapsible shade of rice paper suspended by a slender steel pole. The
curved, natural wood tripod base on this Surya Duxbury Floor Lamp adds modern organic flair
to any space. A textural fabric drum shade caps the look nicely. Designed to complement most
styles, this floor lamp has a Louis fabric round hardback shade with Crafted from wood with a
natural wood finish that's accented by the pure white faux silk hardback shade, this floor lamp
goes Embellish your living space with the stunning walnut wood tripod and complementing
white linen fabric shade of the Adesso Brooklyn Floor Lamp. Bulbs not included. Handsomely
crafted of solid hardwood finished in warm cherry blossom, this quirky floor lamp features a
solid metal stand and tempered glass tray Stylishly contemporary, the Cal Lighting Chester
Floor Lamp features a high-quality metal and wood construction. Topped by a white fabric
shade, this floor lamp will bring an elegant look to living rooms, dens, bedrooms, and even
home offices. Its brushed Edgy and bold, the Cal Lighting Bradford Metal Floor Lamp will ramp
up the chic appeal of your living space with its distinctive two-light design. This floor lamp is
constructed from wood and features a versatile smoky wood finish that A graceful hourglass
shape and walnut wood finish make the Adesso Espresso Lantern Lamp an elegant addition to
any room. This lamp has a fluted, frosted glass shade to complete its look, and a convenient
foot step switch. The slim brass gold post is held secure by a black wood The conical shade is
adjustable, so you can direct the light where you need it. There's a inch circular Tuck the
thoroughly modern Lite Source Estella Floor Lamp behind your favorite chair or sofa for c
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hic style and abundant light. Its sleek base features a dark walnut finish with sweeping,
brushed metal touches. A white fabric drum shade offers This floor lamp features a sturdy metal
and wood construction. With its versatile brass and walnut finish, this lamp is sure Bring
functionality and mid-mod style to your chair or sofa with the Adesso Bedford Shelf Floor Lamp.
Its flared wood tripod base includes a single circular shelf and is topped with a large oatmeal
linen drum shade. Requires one The Adesso Eden Floor Lamp embellishes your living space. Its
turned wood base in weathered woodland finish is capped by a dark beige linen shade and To
achieve its simple, elegant design, the Adesso Ellis Floor Lamp pairs its tapered wood post
base with a textural fabric drum shade in a color to match. Customize this floor lamp by
selecting from available wood finishes. It requires Floor Lamps. Wood Floor Lamps. Canada 6.
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